keyTec RPE/RPS
For individually-secured and
self-pinning locking cylinders.

Patent
pending

in
doors

keyTec RPE/RPS.
The modern locking systems.

Patent
pending

The number of mechanical locking systems on the market is
too great to get a handle on. Does this traditional market segment still offer any potential for major product improvements
at all? It certainly does! The new Winkhaus keyTec RPE and
RPS locking systems prove it.

Locking systems as they are needed today.
Winkhaus has thoroughly analysed the current needs of the
market. We have taken both commercial requirements and the
users’ interests into account in product development. This resulted in two locking systems which set new standards in technology and are equally attractive to merchants and users alike.
Reliable, diverse, innovative.
Winkhaus’ keyTec RPE and RPS systems cover the requirements
for individually-secured cylinders as well as for small and medium-sized locking systems. The system is optionally available
as a Winkhaus factory system or as a service locking system for
self-pinning of locking cylinders. The brand and copy protection
ensure success for many years to come.

»At last, a system
makes me truly flexible!«
Dirk Neumann,
Specialist dealer in security technology

keyTec RPE/RPS meets
my requirements:
+ Technical copy protection
+ Attractive key design
+ For individually-secured and
keyed-alike cylinders
+ For self assembly of locking 
systems (RPS)

Versatile:
Diverse factory colours.

Blue

Canola yellow

Ruby red

Mint green

Deep black (standard)

Dynamic spectrum
The colour coding system is easily installed with RPE/RPS keys. In
addition to black, the standard colour, you and your customer can
easily choose between other eye-catching cap colours available
from the factory. This way, you can offer your customers ideal
organisation and overview on the keychain from the very start.
The colour can later be changed at any time.
The unmistakeable material and design concept underscores
Winkhaus locking systems’ special position on the market and
helps you with a sales-boosting positioning of your offer.

How to make an impression
on your customers.

Embossing area on the back side of the key

Your logo on every key
This is what innovative key design looks like today. The shaping
is dynamic and ergonomic at the same time, the combinations
of materials made of nickel silver and high-grade plastics are
striking and durable.
You can have your own retailer logo embossed from the factory
as an option. That way, you’ll be with your customer at all times –
not to mention during each reordering.
Show your profile with Winkhaus’ new keyTec RPE/RPS systems.
Your flexible answer to demanding customer requests!

keyTec RPE.
Ingenious. Clever. Elegant.

Locking pin

Locking pin with rib scanning

Continuous rib

Extended bow

Key bow in
various colours

Ready for sale from Winkhaus
The keyTec RPE locking system from Winkhaus is the innovative
basis system for individually-secured locking cylinders. The intelligent mechanical concept with a unique combination of benefits
sets new standards on the market. The keyTec RPE system allows
you to offer your customers state-of-the-art locking technology in
tried-and-true Winkhaus quality.
keyTec RPE in your product range
The keyTec RPE key system is the new standard for individuallysecured systems, optimal for keyed-alike cylinder sets such as
in small companies, stores, your own house, etc. The keys are
made at the Winkhaus factory, tailored for immediate use and
delivered to you as consumer goods.

For individually-secured systems.

Technical features
+ New profile – patent pending
+ Technical copy protection on the key
+ Long key bow for modern protective fittings
+ Optimised key tip for improved insertion
+ Lock-picking protection featured as standard
+ Locking pin with rib scanning
+ 5-pin system with up to 8 radial pins

RPE – the benefits at a glance
+ For single-secured or keyed-alike cylinders
+ Non-slip key made of nickel silver with high-grade plastic
+ Modern key design
+ Caps in a variety of colours

With a keyed-alike system, all doors in the house can be opened with a single
key. This example shows a single-family house.

Entrance door

GARAGE

Basement door

keyTec RPS.
The versatile locking system.

Locking pin

Rib pin
Locking pin with rib scanning
Continuous rib

Extended bow

Key bow in
various colours

For do-it-yourself assembly of individual locking systems
The keyTec RPS locking system has all of the properties of the
previously described keyTec RPE; an additional rib pin makes the
system even more versatile and secure. It is the ideal system for
building medium-sized locking systems yourself on customer order. The keyTec RPS system unites reliability, a high degree of
variability and attractive design in a single groundbreaking product concept.
keyTec RPS enables you to create locking systems with different
locking rights, such as with master keys and central cylinders.
keyTec RPS in your product range
Winkhaus’ keyTec RPS system is the versatile product for customers doing the cylinder pinning themselves: You can create
customer-specific locking systems of your own design. This allows
you to offer small and medium-sized companies an economical and future-proof solution. The RPS system is also suited for
secured locking systems in customers’ special profiles.

For self-pinning.

Technical features
+ New profile – patent pending
+	Additional rib pin for increased versatility in coding
+ Technical copy protection on the key
+ Long key bow, optimum for modern protective fittings
+ Optimised key tip for improved insertion
+ Lock-picking protection featured as standard
+ Profile tree to distinguish between differs
+ Locking pin with rib scanning
+ 5-pin system with up to 8 radial pins

RPS – the benefits at a glance
+ Ideal for the do-it-yourself assembly of small and
medium-sized locking systems
+ Secured locking systems in customers’ special profiles
+ Modern key design
+ Caps in a variety of colours
+ Establishment of locking plan from the factory (optional)

The reserved profile tree gives you a flexible system structure in the creation of
locking hierarchies. This example shows a law firm.
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Winkhaus. Our expertise provides the best solution.
Winkhaus has offered uncompromising commitment to quality
since 1854 with great success. Numerous innovations have
enabled us to consistently advance quality standards for window fittings, door technology and security door locking systems.
Winkhaus products represent state-of-the-art German-made
window technology.
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